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The expression (1) does not refer to any empirical quantities but to the gravity acceleration g 45 and the dimensionless physical parameter α ss which is a direct equivalent of the fundamental
46
Kolmogorov-Zakharov constant in the theory of wave turbulence [4] [5] [6] . Technically two crossover measurements of satellite altimeters are required for obtaining the vector module |∇H s | in (1) and thus
48
for an accurate estimate of wave period. Fortunately, low exponent 1/10 mitigates this requirement 49 making the along-track measurements by a single altimeter acceptable in many cases of interest.
50
Being rewritten for µ the model B14 provides a remarkably simple dependence on spatial gradient 
Here and after we refer to the steepness definition based on integral parameters of sea state, namely 53 peak period T p and significant wave height H s
The measured H s and empirically estimated T p in (3) can be essentially correlated while the alternative 55 estimate (2) of wave steepness is free of any spurious correlations. The accuracy of the gradient ∇H s 56 measurements by altimetry is not an unsolvable issue for the modern technologies. Thus, the passage 57 to the tandem (H s , ∇H s ) is seen as a conceptual step that introduces 'a theoretical' wave steepness (2) 58 into the conventional set of sea state parameters. This turn has not been presented before in B14. Also 59 the method itself has not been substantiated properly by comparison with in situ data. The paper is 60 aimed to fill in this gap.
61
In sect.2 we discuss the B14 model in terms of the analogy with the model of geostrophic currents 62 in order to specify advantages and disadvantages of the novel approach. 
Gradients of sea surface height for monitoring geostrophic currents

73
The well-known method of dynamical heights for large-scale currents ( fig 
where 2Ω = f is the Coriolis parameter and φ is the latitude of the site of measurements. The general significant wave height measured by modern altimeters is better than 20 cm which is close to the 95 accuracy of ocean buoys or better than one of visual observations. 
The satellite altimetry assumes a sufficiently large footprint L a of few kilometers. vs mean-over spectrum wave period T G03 of the model G03 in crossover points; e, f) -histograms of the ratio µ tr /µ f ull (single-track to the full-gradient estimates) for Envisat (left) and Jason-1 (right) in crossover points. Solid line shows distribution for the probabilistic model (10) of the measured single-track µ track with evenly distributed angles between satellite track and wave height spatial gradient ∇H s . .3c ). Full gradient ∇H s assessment in crossover points peak period T p from the B14 model appears to be approximately 15% higher than the mean wave 194 period of G03 in full agreement with the remarks of the previous paragraph and findings of Babanin 195 and Soloviev [15] .
196
The bottom row presents probability density functions (hereinafter PDF) of the ratio µ track /µ f ull 197 of single-track µ track and 'full' µ f ull wave steepness for Envisat ( fig. 3e ) and Jason-1 (fig.3f ). According 198 to (2) the ratio s = µ track /µ f ull is proportional to (cos θ) 1/5 (θ is angle between gradient ∇H s and 199 track direction, see right fig.1 ) and cannot be greater than 1. We also assume 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 because of 200 modulo in (2) and evenness of cosine function. Probability p θ (θ) for angle θ can be easily converted 201 into dependence on this directional factor s:
The uniform (equiprobable) distribution p θ (θ) = 2/π (PDF is normalized by for the model B14; e) -wave steepness for the model G03; f) -wave steepness for the model B14; g) -dimensionless wave height gH s /U 2 alt ) vs wave age gT G03 /(2πU alt ) for the model G03; h) -dimensionless wave height gH s /U 2 alt ) vs wave age gT B14 /(2πU alt ) for the model B14.
Calibration/validation procedures (individual for each altimeter) does not reveal this evident 232 shortcoming of retrieval σ 0 from altimeter pulses when being used for parameterization of wave 233 periods and near-surface wind. In fig.4c the distribution of wave periods estimated with the σ 0 -based 234 G03 model looks quite regular: pronounced oscillations of the σ 0 PDF in fig.4a period T p that demonstrate significant regional variations.
319
In this way an incorporating wave steepness into today 'classic' wave climatology requires more subtle understanding of the wave dynamics.
324
Figure 6. Probability density functions (PDF) for wave steepness estimates made within the parametric model by Gommenginger et al. [12, black, eq.3] and the physical one by Badulin [1, grey, eq.2] . Left -PDF for individual estimates of wave steepness; Right -PDF for the set of 2 • × 2 • averaged wave steepness.
Concluding remarks
325
Satellite altimetry is a valuable source of data for ocean studies. The applications of this data are 326 broad-ranging though measurements of sea surface elevation remain the primary goal of the today 327 altimetry. These measurements provide an input for assessments of large-scale dynamics of the ocean 328 where sea level variations are considered as a driver of ocean currents together with the Coriolis force.
329
In this way the field of the variations, i.e. spatial gradients of sea level are analyzed and processed.
330
Recent progress in remote sensing technologies allows measurements of sea surface roughness
331
(wave height) and hence its along-track variations. Potentially these records contain information 332 on along-track wave dynamics but altimetry measurements of sea waves continue to be treated as 
370
Verification of the results of this work within the spectral wave models is a necessary further steps.
371
We summarize the paper by brief discussion of its key points. 
